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WHY PARKING APPS?

- Let me know where to park before I ar r ive

- Lower  emission and less congestion

- Things in  control

*Focused on street parking in LA



PARK ME
- finding and reserving app developed by 

INRIX

- address searching, time (monthly/daily) 

and parking category (structure/str eet) 

filter s

- VGI enabled for  user s’ input



BEST PARKING

- Pop- up windows of parking spots

- Most broad database

- Street parking only enabled for  NYC

- Parking pr ice dur ing different per iods r emains the 

focus of the map

- User  can hide facilites on the map



PARKOPEDIA

- 75 countr ies with 60 million parking spots

- Reward user s with credits to encourage 

parking spot availbility r epor ting

- Most customization settings among all parking 

apps

- Change basemap



COMPARISON

- Inter face design: star ting with blank map VS possible options.

- Database building: targeting comprehensive and detailed parking info with a limited geographical

coverage VS limited scope of parking info with a r elatively broad geographical coverage.

- Data collection: VGI input with long ver ifcation processes VS completely developer - collected data

- Function: providing comprehensive functions confronted with difficulties connecting with other

- databases VS focused functions (such as searching engine) not necessary to connect with outsourced data 



FUTURE TRENDS

- Parking apps still needed in  the Autonomous Vehicle times?

- Customized parking plan.

- Machine learning applications for  more efficient ver ification of VGI data.
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